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Abstract
In this work, we measure the reactivity of Italian firms value added to the
dynamics of Germany, US and China’s GDP during the 2005-2017 period.
In particular, on the basis of “granular” approach recently developed in the
empirical literature, we derive a firm-level measure of shock sensitivity, allowing to obtain the overall Italian business system’s reactivity by merely adding
up individual firm responses. Our results show that Italian internationalized
firms were more sensitive to a GDP increase in the United States, rather than
in Germany and China. In general, the contribution to overall reactivity derives predominantly from firms belonging to trade internationalization classes
(Only importers, Only exporters, Two-way traders), while the contribution
of firms with productive internationalization forms (Multinational linkages)
appears to be very limited. There emerges a relevant contribution from TwoIstat ‒ Italian National Institute of Statistics. Corresponding Author cvicarelli@istat.it
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way traders, due to a higher concentration in this class of highly reactive firms,
especially in industrial sectors deeply involved in GVCs. This result is more
evident when we consider firms always present throughout the 2005-2017 period: two recessions affected more severely classes with the less advanced forms
of internationalization, where the presence of highly reactive firms is lower.

Sintesi - La reazione delle imprese italiane al ciclo economico delle Big3:
un approccio granulare.
In questo lavoro si misura la reattività del valore aggiunto delle imprese italiane alla dinamica del PIL di Germania, USA e Cina nel periodo 2005-2017.
In particolare, sulla base dell'approccio “granulare” recentemente sviluppato nella
letteratura empirica, per ogni impresa attiva sui mercati esteri si ricava una misura della sensibilità agli shock, che consente di ricostruire la reattività complessiva
del sistema produttivo italiano come somma dei risultati individuali. L’evidenza
mostra una maggiore sensibilità delle imprese ad un aumento del PIL negli Stati
Uniti piuttosto che in Germania e Cina. In generale, il contributo alla reattività
complessiva deriva prevalentemente dalle imprese appartenenti alle classi di internazionalizzazione commerciale (Solo importatori, Solo esportatori, Two-way
traders), mentre il contributo delle imprese con forme di internazionalizzazione
produttiva (Multinazionali) appare molto limitato. Emerge un contributo rilevante dei Two-way traders, dovuto ad una maggiore concentrazione in questa
classe di imprese altamente reattive, soprattutto nei settori industriali più coinvolti
nelle GVC. Questo risultato è evidente soprattutto se si considerano le imprese
sempre presenti per tutto il periodo 2005-2017: le due recessioni hanno colpito
più duramente le classi con forme di internazionalizzazione meno avanzate, dove
è minore la presenza di imprese altamente reattive.
JEL Classification: F14; F44; E32.
Parole chiave: Granularità; Panel data; Cicli economici; Elasticità d'impresa agli shock.
Keywords: Granularity; Panel data; Business Cycles; Firm's shock elasticity.
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1. Introduction
In a context of strongly interconnected economies, the dynamics of countries’ GDP and firms’ value added increasingly depends on the growth of their
foreign trading partners. As a result, national economies can be negatively or
positively impacted by sector- or country-level shocks affecting partner countries. Furthermore, strong ties such as bilateral trade and multinational production linkages make business cycles more correlated to each other (Frankel
and Rose, 1998).
This is all the more true for Italy, an export-oriented economy with a
strong manufacturing base and close trade integration with several countries:
as a matter of fact, foreign demand has always been a relevant factor for Italian
growth in the last decades, making Italy business cycle tightly linked to the
Euro area’s one (Belke et al., 2017).
However, these ties have been weakened in the last 15 years, characterized
by two different episodes of crisis, which made Italian business cycle deviate
from the ones of other main advanced economies. After the GDP fall caused
by the international trade collapse (2008-2009), Italy has experienced a brief
recovery followed by a second period of recession (2011-2013), due to a crisis
of confidence in its public debt sustainability. This trends led to a clear gap in
the growth path of Italy with respect to those of main European (e.g. Germany) and non-European economies (United States and China).
Theoretical and empirical literature has deeply investigated how small
shocks amplify and propagate through the economies causing sizable fluctuations. The view adopted has been mainly a macroeconomic one: among
others, shocks can originate from, and be transmitted through, real channels
(investments, capital accumulation, productivity, trade, technology) or finan-
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cial ones (capital controls, liquidity, banking system, credit market friction),
as well as changes in monetary policy. In this vein, we can just limit to recall
some of main seminal works: Stock and Watson (1999) verified the empirical
relationship, in the postwar US, between the aggregate business cycle and
various macroeconomic variables, such as production, interest rates, prices,
productivity, sectoral employment, investment, income, and consumption.
Kydland and Prescott (1982) pointed out the investment and capital accumulation responses in real business-cycle models; Frankel and Rose (1998)
investigated the relationship between international trade patterns and international business cycle correlations; Bernanke et al (1999) highlighted the
role of credit market frictions facing firms, households and banks; Friedman
and Schwartz (1971) analyzed the consequences of monetary policy on business cycle and shock transmission.
However, the “granularity” approach, originated by the seminal work of
Gabaix (2011), has showed that the origins of business cycles may be traced
back to micro disturbances, arising from idiosyncratic shocks to individual
firms. In particular, this would occur in two cases: (a) when firms are large
enough to significantly affect the dynamics of a country’s GDP, value added
or exports (Gabaix, 2011); (b) when the linkages among sectors are such as
to allow for possible shocks occurring in a single industry — e.g. a significant
change in the international trade relations of this sector — to spread to the
rest of the business system (Acemoglu et al., 2012; Carvalho and Gabaix,
2013).
A large stream of literature has applied this intuition not only to the business cycle fluctuations but also to the volatility of other macroeconomic aggregates, including international trade flows (see, for example, di Giovanni et
al., 2014 and 2018; Carvalho and Grassi, 2019). In this vein, di Giovanni et
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al. (2018) look at the role of direct (export, import, cross-border ownership)
and indirect (upstream and downstream relationships of domestic firms) linkages on co-movement between French economy and partner countries business cycle between 1993 and 2007 at the micro level. This approach has also
been applied to Italian case (Costa et al., 2021), with a different time span,
including two recessions (2008-2009 and 2011-2013) which heavily affected
the economy.
In this work we apply the “granular” framework in a different way: rather
than dealing with business cycles co-movements, we measure the reactivity (in
terms of direction and intensity of reaction) of the Italian business system to
the dynamics of its three main trading partners’ GDP in a period (2005-2017)
characterized by the aforementioned episodes of crisis. In particular, we derive
a firm-level measure of shock sensitivity, allowing to obtain the overall Italian
business system’s reactivity to other advanced economies by merely summing
up the individual firm responses. In other words, the objective is to measure,
given the growth paths observed in the reference period, in which direction
and to what extent a change in the GDP growth rate of partner countries
would affect the dynamics of Italian firms’ value added. This approach, to the
best of our knowledge, is quite a novelty in the economic literature.1
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the dataset,
the taxonomy of internationalization forms and the methodology adopted to
derive a firm-level measure of reaction to foreign GDPs. Section 3 discusses
the empirical findings. Section 4 concludes.

1

The only example of adoption of this approach we are aware of is Armenise et al (2021)’s work, which uses the
same firm-level response index of ours for geographical analysis purposes, in particular to measure the reactivity
of Italian territories (both at regional and sub-regional level) to foreign economies’ growth.
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We build our analysis on the universe of Italian firms in the period 20052017. In particular, we integrate the following three micro-databases:
a) the business register Frame-Sbs, which annually reports information
on firms’ structure (number of workers, business sector, location, age)
and Profit and Losses account variables (value of production, turnover,
value added, labour cost) for all of the over 4 million Italian firms operating in manufacturing and services (excluding agriculture, finance and
public administration);
b) the business register “Asia Groups” which, on a census basis, indicates
whether a firm operating in Italy belongs to a group, also specifying if
the group has foreign headquarters or affiliates;
c) the Coe-Tec business register, which provides the annual value of bilateral foreign trade of all Italian exporting and importing firms, with
specification about export destination and import origin countries.
Restrictions have been imposed to the dataset in order to focus on relevant firms. In particular, bearing in mind the structure of the Italian business
system, characterized by an overwhelming presence of SMEs (in 2017 firms
with less than 10 workers accounted for over 95% of total firms, 45% of
total employment and 22% of total value added), we chose to consider only
firms with more than 1 worker and positive value added. This generates an
unbalanced panel dataset covering the universe of 1,974,400 firms operating
in Italy for at least three years during the 2005-2017 period.
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In this paper we consider only the sub-sample of internationalized firms,
proxied by units having relationships with at least one of 10 Italy’s main trading partners in 2017.2 In particular, we are interested in the relationships between Italian firms and the three largest economies among these latters: Germany, the United States and China (Big3s).3 In particular, we consider firms
with links of import, export, inward or outward corporate relationships.4 In
this context two sets of enterprises are analyzed:
a) the “directly connected” firms, i.e. those with at least a direct link with
Usa and/or Germany and/or China;
b) the “other internationalized”, i.e. firms which, even though they do not
have direct links with one of the Big3s, have direct links with at least
one of the other nine foreign economies considered.
This entails further restriction to our dataset: ruling out domestic enterprises, we are left with the universe of nearly 300,000 firms which participated in international markets in the 2005-2017 period.
Moreover, the economic literature pointed out that the performance of
firms and business systems on international markets also depends on the in2
3

4

The ten economies are Germany, France, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Spain, Belgium, Poland, the United
States, China and United Kingdom, which in 2017 accounted for about 60% of total Italian export.
They represent three different typologies of market: two of them (Germany and US) are advanced countries and
markets with which Italy has well-established bilateral trade, and they are very different in terms of geographical
distance. China, on the other hand, is the main emerging economy and is geographically distant; in the last
twenty years it has rapidly increased its role on global trade. The relevance of economy size and geographical
distance in shaping bilateral trade flows between countries has been widely highlighted in theoretical and empirical literature since Tinbergen (1962), mostly based on gravity models. For a survey, see among others De
Benedictis and Taglioni (2011).
In a previous work (Costa et al., 2021), we showed that in presence of a small group of internationalized firms
and a large group of small and not internationalized ones, the co-movements between the Italian business cycle
and those of its main trading partners are mostly explained by the former group, because of both their direct
links and indirect activation effects (e.g. via transactions with domestic units) on the rest of the business system.
When moving from the evaluation of co-movements to the study of reaction, the internationalized segment of
the business system becomes the natural reference for the analysis.
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ternationalization model that firms are able to adopt.5 In this respect, it is
possible to build a taxonomy consisting of five mutually exclusive classes,
each of them indicating a different mode of operating in foreign markets.6
The first three classes are related to “trade” internationalization, the other two
are related to “productive” internationalization. In particular, for each one of
the Big3s we consider:
1. Only importers: firms which import from the given Big3 but not export
to it;
2. Only exporters: firms which export to the given Big3 but not import
from it;
3. Two-way traders: firms both exporting/importing to/from the given
Big3;
4. Inward MNEs: firms belonging to multinational groups headquartered
in the given Big3;
5. Outward MNEs: firms belonging to multinational groups headquartered in Italy with affiliates in the given Big3.
Finally, there is a residual class, Other internationalized, including the units
with direct linkages to countries different from the given Big3 (including the
other two).
Every firm is assigned to a single class. If a firm has more than one characteristic among those selected for the assignment along the internationalization scale, it is attributed to the higher class (e.g. if a firm is controlled from
abroad, does not have any import activity and only exports to the given Big3,
then it is allocated to the Inward MNEs class, rather than among the Only
5
6
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There is a systematic relationship between complexity of internationalization forms and productivity, due to the
fact that more complex internationalization strategies entail higher costs that only firms that are sufficiently
productive are able to bear. See Altomonte et al. (2012).
The taxonomy here adopted grounds on the ones used by Altomonte et al. (2012) and Costa et al. (2017).
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exporters one).
Furthermore, in order to account for the role of “hard core” of Italian business system, we also consider the balanced version of the dataset, including
only the firms always present in 2005-2017. In this way, the comparison between the results obtained from the two datasets can be interpreted as a proxy
of the contribution of “persistent” firms on the reactivity of Italian business
system to the Big3s’ business cycles. This latter restriction leads to a new dataset of about 87,000 observations.
The characteristics of these two datasets are reported in Table 1, by class of
internationalization form.
In the unbalanced panel, in the period 2005-2017 firms with direct linkages with Big3s were around 40% of the total. Among them, as expected,
there is a large predominance of trade internationalization forms, confirming
the marginal role of the productive internationalization. Outward and inward
MNEs are relevant in terms of average size and per-unit value added but their
contribution to the overall economic activity is limited, in terms of both value added (their share on total is 5.7%) and employment (less than 4%). It is
worth noticing the role of Two-way traders: among firms with direct linkages
to Big3s, they cover the most relevant share in terms of value added (42.4%)
and employment (35.2%).
Firms always present in the 2005-2017 period − characterized, as previously described, by important episodes of crisis −, represent less than 30% of the
panel as a whole. However, their distribution between the internationalization classes appears quite similar to that of the whole panel. Beyond the majority share of firms directly connected with countries other than the Big3s,
Only importers keep being the most relevant group, followed by Two-way
traders. This latter class continues showing the highest share of employment
and value added.
SAGGI
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Units
in total

in total

in total

in total

908
991
Total

22.7

Units

254
401
Total
Source:
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The main goal of this paper is to measure the Italian firms’ response to
Big3s growth dynamics. With this aim, we run an exercise that quantifies the
variation of the Italian firms’ value added in reaction to a hypothetical +1%
in the observed annual growth rates of Germany, the United States and China
during the 2005-2017 period.
In particular we calculate the parameters (b) indicating the OLS marginal
effects of GDP growth rates of Big3s on the Italian firms’ value added. The
parameters are obtained as follows.
The aggregate Italian value added growth rate is:
c At = | f w t - 1 c ft

(1)

where c At is the aggregate Italian value added and w t - 1 is a system of weights
defined by the share of each firm f value added on the Italian total value added; c ft is the growth rate of the value added of firm f .
The correlation between Italian value added growth rate and foreign country C ls GDP growth rate is:
t (c At, c Ct) =

cov (c At, c Ct)
v A vC

(2)

where t is the correlation, c Ct is the GDP growth rate of foreign country C ;
v A and v C are the respective standard deviations.
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Substituting Equation (1) in Equation (2), we obtain:
cov ` | f w t - 1 c ft, c Ct j
=
v A vC
| f w t - 1 cov (c At, c Ct)
vf
=
= | f w t - 1 v A t (c ft, c Ct)
v A vC

t (c At, c Ct) =

(3)

where v f is the standard deviation of firm f ls value added.
The last term of Equation (3) is valid because:
cov (c ft, c Ct) = t (c ft, c Ct) v f v C

(4)

In our case, parameter b of the marginal effects is:
b (c At | c Ct) =

cov ^ c At, c Ct h
v 2C

(5)

2

where v C is the variance of c Ct and where
b (c At | c Ct) =

cov ` | f w t - 1 c ft, c Ct j
=
v 2C

|

f

w t - 1 cov ^ c ft, c Ct h
v 2C

(6)

However, since:
cov ^ c ft, c Ct h = b (c ft | c Ct) v 2C
substituting Equation (7) in Equation (6) we obtain:
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(7)

cov ` | f w t - 1 c ft, c Ct j
=
v 2C
| f w t - 1 cov ^ c ft, c Ct h
=
= | f w t - 1 b (c ft | c Ct)
v 2C

b (c At | c Ct) =

(8)

In other terms, country Als reactivity to country C ls GDP is the sum of
country Als firms’ reactivity. It follows that b (c At | c Ct) can be obtained by
any aggregation of individual based on a combination of disjoint sets of firms:
b (c At | c Ct) = | f ! I w t - 1 b (c ft | c Ct) + | f ! I w t - 1 b (c ft | c Ct)
C

C
C

(9)

where I C and I CC are two generic disjoint sets of firms.

As showed in the previous section, we are able to obtain a measure of aggregated elasticity from firm-level response coefficients. After having calculated firm-level response to foreign shocks, we can obtain the aggregate response
of Italian internationalized firms on foreign GDP changes by summing up the
firm-level coefficients as in Equation (8).
Furthermore, following Equation (9) we separately consider the contribution of firms directly connected to Big3s and Other internationalized firms.
Results are reported in Table 2.
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USA

Source:

Between 2005 and 2017, Italian internationalized firms were more sensitive to a GDP increase in the United States, to an extent about a quarter
higher than the reaction to Germany and about four times higher than that to
China. In this context, the higher sensitivity to US with respect to Germany
might be, a first sight, surprising. This result could be read in the light of two
factors: a) the different stance of fiscal and monetary policies in Germany and
US in the period considered; b) the heterogeneous cyclical dynamics of Italy
compared to the Big3s’ ones.
As for the first element, in the period observed, European countries, and
Germany in particular, fiscal policy stance has been restrictive, due to the
EMU rules aiming to deal with high levels of government debt and their
dispersion across the euro area. This is not the case for US, where fiscal policy
stance has generally been more accomodative, sustaining US domestic demand to a larger extent. Also monetary policy in US has had a more sustained
pro-cyclical role than in EU, in particular after the financial crisis and the
following trade collapse, when the US stance continued to be expansionary
while in EU it became restrictive
As for the heterogeneity in business cycle dynamics, after the rebound following the 2009 recession, Germany (unlike Italy, see Section 1), while showing a rather marked slowdown, continued recording positive GDP growth
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rates, subsequently showing a new acceleration path. After the recovery in
2010, however, US GDP growth rates were more dynamic and above all more
stable, even in comparison with those of main European countries. Finally, in
the same period, GDP growth rates in China experimented a progressive and
constant deceleration trend of about three percentage points. These dynamics
determined a greater volatility of the German business cycle, similar to that of
China but much higher than that of the United States.7 In the period characterized by the last recession and the first years of recovery, the Italian business
system would therefore have had a stronger reaction to a stimulus coming
from the country which, in the same years, experienced a more stable growth.
The higher reactivity to US GDP growth depends, to a large extent, on the
contribution of Other internationalized firms, i.e. those not directly connected
with the United States: the group of firms with a direct connection to the United States shows an elasticity of a similar magnitude to that which firms directly
connected to Germany display with respect to the German GDP growth.
Following Equation (9), the overall reactivity can also be decomposed using the taxonomy presented in section 2.1. Results are reported in Table 3.
In general, the contribution to overall reactivity derives predominantly from trade internationalization classes (Only importers, Only exporters,
Two-way traders), while the contribution of productive internationalization
forms appears to be very limited. However, being the overall elasticity built
by summing up the firm-level coefficients, this firstly reflects the number of
firms in each class. In assessing the contribution of each internationalization
class to Italy’s overall reaction to the Big3s GDP, we therefore need to take this
element into account.
7

In 2005-2017 the business cycle volatility, measured by standard deviation of real GDP growth rates, was 2.5
for Germany, 2.3 for China, and 1.5 for the United States.
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%

%

%

%

Total

22.7

Total

22.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

437
Total

Source:
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22.7

-

%

-

-

In fact, the contribution of Other internationalized is relevant in each
Big3s, because of the high number of firms included in this group (i.e. all
firms directly connected to at least one of the remaining nine Italy’s trading
partners). More in detail, their higher contribution on the total reactivity
towards the United States and China (33.6 and 39.7%, respectively) with
respect to Germany (17.2%) is attributable to a smaller share of directly connected firms, in line with the literature highlighting the role of geographical,
currency and regulatory factors in determining markets entry costs.
On the other hand, the elasticity of Only importers is relevant in each
Big3s. As far as Only importers from Germany are concerned, their high elasticity can partly be attributed to the high number of firms belonging to this
class, equal to 1.5 times that of Only importers from China and 2 times that
of Only importers from the United States. The contribution of productive internationalization forms to the overall reactivity is limited because of the low
number of MNEs. As far as Outward MNEs are concerned, no significant
differences emerge in the reactivity of Italian-controlled firms in Germany
and the United States.
However, the high contribution of Two-way traders, a type of firms deeply involved in GVCs, (Giglioli et al. 2021), especially those connected with
Germany and the United States, is not primarily due to the number of firms
in this class, but it rather seems related to their relevance within the Italian
business system. To take into account this aspect, Table 3 shows, alongside
the degree of reactivity of these classes (expressed as a share of total reactivity),
also their composition in terms of value added. A comparison between these
two shares provides a first clue of a greater or lesser concentration of more reactive firms in these classes: a higher reactivity share compared to value added
share indicates a relative concentration of more reactive firms.
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In particular, as for Two-way traders with Germany, there is a significant
concentration of reactive firms. Conversely, Two-way traders with China show
a lower concentration of reactive firms, as does the class of Only importers
from Germany. As regards MNEs, only in the case of German Inwards and
China Outwards, the contribution to total elasticity is driven by the high
average reactivity of these firms to the business cycle of those two countries.
Table 3 also allows to consider firms’ characteristics along the different
internationalization forms. In general, for each Big3, average size and productivity increase as complexity of internationalization forms increases (Two-way
traders, MNEs). This is in line with similar evidences from other analyses
applying this type of taxonomies to the study of the presence of Italian firms
in the international markets (see Costa et al 2017; Istat 2017; Giglioli et al.
2021). Among the trade internationalization forms, Two-way traders show
highest productivity and value added share. Furthermore, direct trade connections (Only importers, Only exporters, Two-way traders) with China and
the United States involve a higher-than-average size and productivity with respect to direct relationships with Germany, confirming the role of geographical distance in determining the cost of accessing those markets.
Finally, results are shaped by a strong sectoral heterogeneity: more than
80% of firms operating in services are concentrated in the classes of Other
internationalized and Only importers, confirming the structural low presence
of exporters in Italian services (Istat 2017). Conversely, productive internationalization forms show a similar, albeit limited, presence in industry and
services. Particularly, Two-way traders are relatively more present in industrial sectors deeply involved in GVCs: Motor vehicles, Electric and electronic
equipment, Machinery, Chemicals and Pharmaceutics and, relating to Germany, Textiles, Paper and Metals. Concerning Only importers, which strongly
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contribute to total reactivity for each Big3, the incidence of firms importing
from the United States is by far higher in Broadcasting, Telecommunication,
ICT and Professional services. The incidence of Only importers from China
are instead higher in Pharmaceutics and Electric and Electronic equipment.
As already mentioned, the period under observation was characterized by
two important episodes of economic crisis, which strongly affected the Italian
economy. For this reason, we are interested in considering the “hard core”
segment of Italian business system, whose role can be assessed by calculating
firm elasticity on a balanced panel of units that were always present on foreign
markets throughout the 2005-2017 period. Results for each class of internationalization are reported in Table 4.8
In this context, while stepping from unbalanced to balanced panel about
two-third of units are lost (see also Table 1), the total reactivity decreases only
by the half. This evidence highlights that persistent firms are, on average, more
reactive with respect non-persistent ones to Big3s business cycle dynamics.
In particular, when we compare the reactivity of the internationalized
firms in these two datasets, an increasing role of Two-way traders emerges;
these latters, as previously seen, are the group with the highest concentration
of the most reactive firms and they are presumably more involved in GVCs.
Indeed, in the balanced panel, compared to the unbalanced one, their share in
terms of units, as well as the contribution to reactivity and total value added,
increases in each Big3. At the same time, the contribution of less advanced
forms of internationalization decreases.

8

Note that since the number of firms considered is the same for each foreign country, the total incidence of
“persistent” firms (i.e. units that were more resilient to the economic effects of the two recessions) on results is
the same for each Big3, while the breakdown by internationalization class is different. In the face of a general
fall in the number of firms in each class, the contribution of the different forms of internationalization to the
total reactivity changes.
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%

%

%

-
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Total

22.7

352
509
Total

-

-

198

Total

Source:
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In this paper we provide a first firm-level measure of the reactivity of Italian business system to the GDP growth of Italy’s “Big3s” trading partners −
i.e. Germany, United States and China −, in a period (2005-2017) in which
the Italian economy was hit by two recessions, and partially deviated from
the business cycle of main advanced countries. Our approach, grounded in
the “granularity” framework (di Giovanni et al., 2018), is quite a new one in
economics, and allows to measure to what extent an increase/reduction in the
GDP growth rate of the Big3s would have changed the dynamics of Italian
firms’ value added.
Our results show that in the period 2005-2017, Italian internationalized
firms were more sensitive to a GDP increase in the United States, to an extent of about a quarter higher than that with respect to Germany and about
four times higher than that to China. In other terms, in this period the Italian business system would have been more responsive to a stimulus coming
from the country which, in the same years, experienced a more stable growth,
strongly sustained by domestic demand.
The contribution to overall reactivity predominantly derives from trade
internationalization forms (Only importers, Only exporters, Two-way traders), while the contribution of productive ones (presence of foreign affiliates
or headquarters) appears to be very limited. This reflects both the number of
firms in each class and their relevance in the Italian business system.
In particular, the elasticity of Only importers is relevant in each Big3 and,
especially with reference to the Italy-Germany relationships, can be attributed
to the high number of firms belonging to this class. Conversely, the contribution of productive internationalization forms to the overall reactivity is scarce
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because of the low number of MNEs, even though these latters are by far the
larger and more productive class of internationalized firms.
Furthermore, among the Two-way traders with Germany there is a significant concentration of highly reactive firms. This can be partially due to the
higher degree of participation in GVCs. Conversely, Two-way traders connected with China show a low concentration of more reactive firms.
In assessing the role of the “hard core” of Italian business system − i.e. the
firms always present throughout the 2005-2017 period − total units decrease
by about two-third, but the total reactivity decreases only by the half. This
confirms that persistent firms are, on average, more reactive than non-persistent ones to Big3s’ business cycle dynamics: two recessions affected more
severely the less advanced forms of internationalization, where the presence of
highly reactive firms is lower.
In particular, the role of Two-way traders now stands out in shaping the
overall reactivity, as this is the group with the highest concentration of highly
reactive firms. This result is relevant also because these firms are more present
in industries deeply involved in GVCs.
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